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Abstract—In this study, two rings of 5 and 7 van der Pol
oscillators coupled by resistors are researched. These rings
show 5-phase and 7-phase synchronizations when they are
not coupled. Hence, the whole system becomes a frus-
trated network after coupling. We investigate synchroniza-
tion phenomena by computer simulations.

1. Introduction

System of coupling oscillators is useful as a simple
model that represents the natural phenomena, because
it has a variety of phenomena depending on coupling
method[1][2]. We focus on the “Frustration Phenomena”
occurred by coupling two different characteristics.

In this study we prepare two different sizes of rings of
coupled van der Pol oscillators, and we jointed two rings
like n1 andn2 in Fig. 1. In our past study, coupling van
der Pol oscillators as a ring show unique phenomenon [3].
Neighboring two oscillators have anti-phase as Fig. 2. The
phase state depends on the number of oscillators in a ring.
Even number of oscillators reach only anti-phase, but odd
number of oscillators reach some states with phase differ-
ences. For example, 5 oscillators coupled as a ring show 5-
phase synchronization, and 7 oscillators case reach 7-phase
synchronization. If we couple two different sizes of rings,
5 oscillators and 7 oscillators, they may affect each other
and frustration occurs. We research synchronization phe-
nomena in the 5-7 rings shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: Two rings of coupled oscillators.

Figure 2: Anti-phase of two oscillators.

2. Circuit Model

The 5-7 rings have three kinds of coupling types as
shown in Fig. 4. We name Type A, B and C. The two oscil-
lators in the lower ring (among oscillators) with no direct
connections to the upper ring are called “Free Oscillator”
in this article. In Type A, Free Oscillators are neighboring.
In Type B, there is an oscillator connected to the upper ring
between two Free Oscillators. In Type C, there are two
oscillators connected to the upper ring between two Free
Oscillators.

Figure 3: Circuit model of 5-7 rings.
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Figure 4: Three types of coupling methods. Black oscilla-
tors are Free Oscillators.

3. Circuit Equations

We show the circuit equations of Type A. Type B and
Type C have similar equations to Type A. The circuit equa-
tions for Type A are shown below.

C
dvk

dt
=



−irk − (iak + ibk) − 1
R(vk − v j)

: (k = U1 ∼ U5)
: ( j = L1 ∼ L5)

−irk − (iak + ibk) + 1
R(v j − vk)

: (k = L1 ∼ L5)
: ( j = U1 ∼ U5)

−irk − (iak + ibk)
: (k = L6, L7)

L
diak

dt
= vk − r(iak + ib(k+1))

L
dibk

dt
= vk − r(ia(k−1) + ibk)

: (k = U1 ∼ U5, L1 ∼ L5)

(1)

We assume that the characteristics of the nonlinear resistors
are described by the following equation.

irk = −g1vk + g3v3
k (2)

We normalize the above equations and they are shown be-
low.

dxk

dτ
=



ε(xk − 1
3 x3

k) − (yak + ybk) − γ(xk − x j)
: (k = U1 ∼ U5)
: ( j = L1 ∼ L5)

ε(xk − 1
3 x3

k) − (yak + ybk) + γ(x j − xk)
: (k = L1 ∼ L5)
: ( j = U1 ∼ U5)

ε(xk − 1
3 x3

k) − (yak + ybk)
: (k = L6, L7)

dyak

dτ
= xk − η(yak + yb(k+1))

dybk

dτ
= xk − η(ya(k−1) + ybk)

: (k = U1 ∼ U5, L1 ∼ L5)

(3)

where

vk =
√

g1

3g3
xk,

iak =
√

g1

3g3

√
C
L yak, ibk =

√
g1

3g3

√
C
L ybk,

t =
√

LCτ, ε = g1

√
L
C ,

η = r
√

C
L , γ = 1

R

√
L
C

(4)

The parameterγ is a coupling strength between the two
rings. We research synchronization phenomena when we
changeγ from 0.001 to 1.0. The parameterη shows cou-
pling strength between oscillators in the same ring. The
strength of the nonlinearity isε. We fixη = 0.1 andε = 1.0.

4. Simulation Results

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show attractors of Type A, B and C,
respectively, and the horizontal axis isx that means volt-
age and the vertical axis isy that means current. In all
the figures, the coupling strength between the ringsγ are
changed as 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 from the top. For
each case, the horizontally-aligned 5 attractors in the fig-
ure correspond to the oscillators in the upper ring, while
the horizontally-aligned 7 attractors correspond to the os-
cillators in the lower ring. The position of the 5 attractors

Figure 5: Attractors of Type A.
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Figure 6: Attractors of Type A.

corresponds to the connections between the rings.

For γ = 0.001, the 5 attractors are the same size for the
all types of the connections as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
This is because the upper 5 oscillators are not concerned
from lower 7 oscillators.

For γ = 0.01, the amplitudes of attractors keep chang-
ing. Because one ring is concerned by the other ring, and
frustration between 5-phase and 7-phase occurs.

For γ = 0.1, all oscillators synchronize except the oscil-
lator between the Free Oscillators in Type B. Note that the
amplitudes of the two oscillators between the Free Oscil-
lators in Type C become small. These are the effect of the
frustration.

For γ = 1.0, the amplitudes of the oscillators become
smaller by the frustrations and we can see that the effect
depends on the position of the oscillators.

Figure 8 shows the synchronization between the two
rings. From Fig. 8(a), we can understand thatxU1 andxL1

become to synchronize asγ increases. From Fig. 8(b), we
can see that the oscillators with strong frustrations become
to stop oscillating.

Figure 9 shows characteristics of average phase differ-
ences fromxU1. Upper 5 oscillators of all types exhibit 5-
phase synchronization forγ = 0.001. In Type A, the phase
become a change from 5-phase but not reach anti-phase.
As γ increases, Type B and Type C becomes anti-phase
synchronization, although Type A does not show any syn-
chronization.

Figure 7: Attractors of Type C.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have researched synchronization phe-
nomena observed from two rings with different sizes of
coupled van der Pol oscillators. We observed attractors
and phase relationship by computer simulations. We could
observe frustration phenomena between the rings and ob-
tained different results from three coupling method. In fu-
ture research, we carry out circuit experiments and collect
data of many cases from computer simulations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Synchronization between the two rings for differentγ. (a) xU1 − xL1. (b) xU5 − xL5 for Type A andxU5 − xL6 for
Types B and C.

Figure 9: Average phase for differentγ.
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